ERASMUS+ 2023-24
ACCEPTANCE OF ERASMUS+ SCHOLARSHIP

STUDENTS ATTENDING COURSES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF:

- CLINICAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY

CAN ACCEPT THE DESTINATION ASSIGNED TILL 14th May 2023 – 23.59

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACCEPTANCE

1. Enter http://mobility.unina.it
2. From the menu on your right select Mobilità internazionale Outgoing, and then Bandi di Mobilità; click on the icon to enter your application
3. If you are successfully positioned in the ranking you will see the destination you have been awarded
4. Select the semester you intend to choose to spend your period of study abroad from the menu (S1 first semester; S2 second semester; A1 whole academic year only for scholarships whose duration is indicated as 9 months)
5. Verify your IBAN code; if you need to change it please send an email with the correct information to gerardo.imperato@unina.it (in case you have indicated a wrong IBAN code the scholarship will be returned to the University and the bank expenses for the repayment paid by the student).
6. If you have filled-in the application without indicating any IBAN or ID information, send these missing information to gerardo.imperato@unina.it (ID or passport, its number, IBAN code)
7. Confirm the acceptance through the button “CONFERMA ASSEGNAZIONE”

NON-ACCEPTANCE OF THE ASSIGNED DESTINATION WILL BE CONSIDERED AS RENUNCIAOF THE ERASMUS GRANT
THE ASSIGNED DESTINATION CANNOT BE CHANGED IN ANYWAY

ERASMUS+ AND INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY OFFICE WILL MONITOR THE STATE OF ACCEPTANCES IN ORDER TO PROCEED TO THE NOMINATIONS. WHEREAS DEADLINES FOR NOMINATIONS AND APPLICATIONS HAVE EXPIRED OR ABOUT TO EXPIRE, THE SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE ARE FOR THE SECOND SEMESTER ONLY

This note, according to articles 5 and 13 of the call for applications (DR 625 of 27th February 2023) has the value of formal notification to students.

UFFICIO ERASMUS+ E MOBILITA’ INTERNAZIONALE

ERASMUS+ and INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY OFFICE